Reversible Audio Information Hiding for Tampering Detection and Localization Using Sample Scanning Method
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Abstract: Reversible audio information hiding and sample-scanning methods are proposed for digital audio content to achieve detailed detection and localization of tampered positions in each frame. The method proposed in this study allows detecting multiple tampering and reusing reliable content as well as avoiding false detection which were impossible for other methods to simultaneously achieve. In the proposed method, the original signal is partitioned into fixed-length frames and then transformed into discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients by the integer modified DCT (imDCT). Expansion of the DCT coefficients is applied to embed a content-based hash as a payload. The integer DCT algorithm ensures the reversibility of the transform so that the original data and embedded payload can be perfectly restored to enable blind verification of the data integrity. The perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) with the listening quality objective mean opinion (MOSLQO), the segmental signal to noise ratio (segSNR), and subjective evaluation results show that the proposed algorithm provides good sound quality (MOSLQO and segSNR are respectively 4.41 and 23.31 dB on average for a capacity of 8,000 bps). Detection and localization are accurate in terms of correctly localizing tampered frames in case of insertion or deletion.
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1. Introduction

The rapid development of multimedia technologies has made it easier to create, replicate, transmit, and distribute digital content. In most application scenarios, it is crucial to guarantee the integrity of important data [1], [2], [3]. Examples include medical records and surgery videos [1], police investigations and witness depositions, interviews and telephone conversations which must be reliable in order to prevent fraud [2], [3]. These materials must be reliable and their integrity should be guaranteed. The proposed method is intended to serve as an alternate recording solution that can be used to detect whether material has been spliced with recordings from different acoustic environments or recording devices. In information hiding methods, the information for verification is embedded within the content itself. Watermarking-based methods for verification have been proposed for image and video data [5], [6], [7]. Audio authentication has also been a subject of interest [9], [12].

However, there are some drawbacks in the conventional methods of authentication [2], [7], [12]. In Ref. [2], the fingerprint of an entire file was embedded within the file. In Ref. [7], a time stamp was embedded into frames of a video. In Ref. [12], the frame number was embedded into audio frames.

In this paper, we propose a sample-scanning method for the detection and localization of tampered positions by relocalizing the starting point of the sampling by indexing to the next non-tampered frame. The starting point of sampling is shifted by a sample each time to carry out extraction, reconstruction, and verification until the tampered positions are localized correctly, and assigned to each frame, which makes it possible to reconstruct and reuse the remaining non-tampered frames even with multiple tampering, and the verification of short parts of the stego data is possible.

Additionally, the reversibility of the original data with little distortion is essential owing to the probative or authenticating importance of the data. If an algorithm is lossy, the original data cannot be reconstructed from stego data. This means that the algorithms used to hide the payload, including information for verification and positional data, extract the payload, and recon-
struct the original data must be lossless. Reversible information hiding for the authentication of images and videos has been proposed [1], [2], [7], [10], [11]. Hiding based on a modified discrete cosine transform (DCT) [16] in the audio field is a viable alternative method used for a reference in this study. Embedding a payload into audio data by expanding the intDCT coefficient to reserve hiding capacity was preliminarily investigated in Ref. [17].

This paper contributes to resolving the above problems by both accurately detecting and localizing tampering positions which has not been achieved up to now. We propose a reversible audio information hiding method based on intDCT with framewise partition and a sample-scanning method to localize tampered positions. DCT coefficients corresponding to high frequencies are expanded to hide the payload including information for verification and positional data. Detection and verification are achievable using the positional data, and the remaining reliable data can be reconstructed and reused. Detection effectiveness experiments involving the insertion and deletion of up to 112 speech data show that the proposed method is valid with an average false alarm rate (FAR) of approximately 50%.

Moreover, audio distortion due to the framewise partition and hiding capacity are evaluated objectively with the PESQ and AFsp packages. Comparison of the quality of data with an existing method based on linear predictive coding (LPC) shows that the proposed algorithm provides comparable quality with an average listening quality objective mean opinion (MOSLQO) scores of 4.41 and a better average segmental signal-to-noise ratio (segSNR) scores of 23.31 dB for 112 speech data and a capacity of 8,000 bps. According to the results, the amount of distortion is below a perceptible level and the stego data are comprehensible.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed sample-scanning algorithm. Section 3 describes the proposed method based on intDCT. Section 4 summarizes the experimental results for detection effectiveness, reversibility, computational cost, and audio quality. Session 5 concludes this paper.

2. Current Tampering Detection Methods

2.1 Definition of Tampering Detection and Localization

Let \( c(j) \) be the \( j \)-th sample of the original data and \( c'(j) \) be the \( j \)-th sample of the signal extracted from the stego data \( s(j) \) in the time domain, where \( j (j \in 1, 2, 3, \ldots) \) is an integer. If there is no tampering, \( c'(j) = c(j) \). If \( c'(j) \neq c(j) \), then tampering has occurred in the \( j \)-th sample of the stego data. We detect location with \( c'(j) \neq c(j) \) as a detected tampering position and localize the range of data (including location of \( j \)) where tampering occurred as well as localizing the next start sampling of the next non-tampered frames as tampering localization.

2.2 Current Tampering Detection Methods Involving Reversible Information Hiding

The simpler conventional tampering detection method involving information hiding was proposed in Ref. [2]. A fingerprint of a file was embedded as a payload to generate stego data. Detection was achieved by comparing the extracted fingerprint with the embedded fingerprint. However, if the data at any location had been tampered with, the fingerprint of the file was broken and it was impossible to detect which part of the content was suspicious.

2.3 Principle of Framewise Tampering Detection and Problems

To localize tampering in detail, in Refs. [7], [8], [12], [17] the original data were divided into frames. Details of framewise tampering detection were introduced in Ref. [17] as follows. The audio data are first segmented into frames with a fixed length \( N \) to detect and localize tampering in a framewise unit. On the encoder side, information for verification is embedded into the frame itself in a reversible manner. On the decoder side, both the embedded information and the original data are extracted and reconstructed. The integrity of each frame can then be independently checked by blindly comparing the extracted information for verification and that of the reconstructed original data. If they are not equal, tampering has probably occurred. This principle has been discussed in a previous work [17] and is illustrated in Fig. 1. The advantage of framewise partition is that it is able to localize the modified positions in detail in each frame. The disadvantages are that (1) once tampering has occurred and been detected, the remaining part cannot be used for verification since the index of the next reliable frame cannot be relocalized, which leads to false detection; (2) the payload is not relevant to the content in that once the payload is modified rather than the content, it causes false detection.

2.4 False Detection Problem of Current Framewise Tampering Detection Methods

To detect and localize tampering precisely, there is another problem to solve, which is false detection. Once insertion or deletion occurs, the length of the data is changed, which means that a part of the frames of stego data are repartitioned with a shifted sampling start point. Thus, the extracted hash value is different from that of the reconstructed original data even though the content has not been tampered with. This causes false detection. Figure 2 shows a case of false detection caused by deletion. Schemes [7], [8], [12], [17] divided data into frames and investigated whether the extracted watermarks equal to the original watermark, however, these works cannot avoid the false detection problem plotted in Fig. 2.
2.5 Discussion on Payload

In conventional methods, fingerprint information [2], time sequence information [7], hash values [1], [10], and binary numbers [11] are widely used as the payload to verify the integrity of original data. Bitmap image is used as watermark in Ref. [8]. Scheme [17] used a content-based hash value as the verification data.

Independent payload [1], [2], [7], [8], [10], [11] and content-based payload [17] have disadvantages and advantages. Independent payload is convenient to use and no additional calculation is necessary if the payload is shared in advance. However, these kinds of payload are vulnerable in case that the content is tampered with while the payload is kept as the same in case the hiding algorithm is disclosed. In this case, tampering cannot be detected. Content-based payload can avoid this problem since once content is tampered with, the authentication payload differs according to the tampering that was detected. However content-based payload has the drawback that it cannot detect kinds of tampering that deletion and frame order exchanging occurs from the exact start sampling point to the exact end sampling point of frames.

A combination of independent payload and content-based payload maybe a solution. For example, a content-based hash value combined with frame numbers may solve the drawbacks discussed above. In this paper, since the main purpose is to verify the effectiveness of sample-scanning method to detect and localize multiple tampering, content-based hash value is used as the payload. An extension for payload exploring will be a subject for future work.

3. Proposed Sample-scanning Algorithm for Tampering Detection and Localization

3.1 Principle of Proposed Sample-scanning Algorithm for Tampering Detection and Localization

Relocalization of the correct sampling by indexing it to the start sampling of next non-tampered frame is necessary to avoid false detection. In this paper, we propose a sample-scanning method to achieve the detection and localization of tampered positions. It involves localizing the starting point for sampling by repeatedly shifting a sampling point in the time domain for reconstruction and verification between the hash value of the reconstructed original data and the extracted hash value until they equal. By doing this, even if local tampering is found, the remainder of the audio data is available and reusable.

Suppose the fixed frame length is \( N \) and the length of the original data is \( Len \), then the number of frames in the original data is \( \frac{Len}{N} \). Input data is samplings of tampered stego data \( s'(m) \); output is the frame number with comparison results of matched and unmatched and reconstructed reliable WAV data \( s(m) \) with tampered signal removed. Here, \( m (1 \leq m \leq \frac{Len}{N}) \) is the frame number of signals during verification. Frame start index \( start \) \((1 \leq start \leq Len - N + 1)\) is initialized to be 1, and then frame end index \( end \) \((N \leq end \leq Len)\) is \( start + N - 1 \) and \( m = \lceil \frac{end - start}{N} \rceil \), where \( \lceil \cdot \rceil \) denotes the ceil function. The algorithm for verification and reconstruction is as follows:

- **STEP 1**) Extract embedded hash data \( h_m' \) and reconstruct original data \( c'(m) \) from \( s'(m) \). Then hash value of \( c'(m) \) is calculated as \( h_m'' \).
- **STEP 2**) Compare \( h_m' \) and \( h_m'' \). In case \( h_m' = h_m'' \), set \( start = end + 1 \) and comparison result is set to be matched with frame number \( m \) memorized; In case \( h_m' \neq h_m'' \), set \( start = start + 1 \) and \( end = end + 1 \) and comparison result is set to be unmatched with frame number \( m \) memorized. In this case, **STEP 1**) is repeated following the remaining \( s'(m) \) until \( h_m' = h_m'' \).
- **STEP 3**) Output the comparing result of matched frame number and unmatched number and generate \( s(m) \).

For both of insertion and deletion, the process of sampling scanning stopped when \( start \) indicates the first sampling of non-tampered frame correctly.

The proposed sample scanning method makes localization of tampering possible in detail. The index of the start sampling of frame is shifted to localize the non-tampered frame and this algorithm is processed in a loop once the hash value is unmatched. Ordinary verification by comparison of hash values is run for the non-tampered frames. Thus, multiple tampering detection is possible to detect tampering towards a data in multiple places at the same time. This multiple tampering detection has not been achieved up to now in conventional methods. **Figure 3** gives an example of detecting multiple detection of insertion and deletion by the proposed scanning algorithm.

3.2 Implementation with Integer DCT for Reversible Information Hiding

The hiding algorithm is the preliminary process used for detecting tampering. Many information hiding methods can detect tampering. In order to achieve reversible information hiding with greater robustness against attack, we used integer modified DCT IV in this method.

To meet the requirement of reversibility in audio information hiding, we studied the conventional methods [18], [19], [20], [21]. In these methods, different domains for embedding data have been proposed which affect the quality of stego data and the hiding capacity. Aoki proposed a method of hiding data in...
sign bits [18]. Yan and Wang proposed a method of expanding the residual between the predicted signal and the original signal based on LPC [19]. Nishimura [20] extended the algorithm of Yan and Wang’s work. Unoki and Miyauichi proposed a method of hiding data in phase information [21]. These studies hide data in the time domain, which may directly distort audio data. Another alternative method based on intDCT uses the DCT domain to hide information, which has been commonly used in image fields [22], [23], [24] to achieve high capacity and low distortion by expanding the DCT coefficients. In the audio field, the modified DCT is also used [16]. As an overall trend of audio data, the amplitude of DCT coefficients decreases when the frequency increases. Thus, expanding the amplitude of DCT coefficients corresponding to higher frequencies causes lower distortion, which makes the DCT coefficients a viable domain for audio information hiding.

3.2.1 Reversible Transform with intDCT

A modified DCT type IV is used for data transform. Let

\[ e = (c(1) c(2) \ldots c(N))^T \]  

\[ H = (H(1) H(2) \ldots H(N))^T \]  

be a time-domain signal at an N-point frame and its DCT coefficients, respectively. In a continuous case, we can obtain the DCT coefficients \( H \) from the time-domain signal \( e \) using the modified DCT matrix as

\[ H = CDCT_N^{-IV} e, \]  

where \((i, t)\)-th element \((1 \leq i \leq N, 1 \leq t \leq N)\) of the modified DCT matrix.

\( CDCT_N^{-IV} \) is represented as

\[ CDCT_N^{-IV}(i, t) = \frac{2}{N} \sqrt{\frac{2}{N}} \left[ \cos \left( \frac{t + \frac{1}{2}(i + \frac{1}{2})\pi}{} \right) \right]. \]

The reversibility of intDCT is based on factorization [25].

\[ CDCT_N^{-IV}(i, t) = R_1 R_2 R_3 T_1 T_2 T_3 \]

Here, \( R_1, R_2, R_3, T_1, T_2, \) and \( T_3 \) are the block triangular matrices defined in Ref. [16].

Appendix supplies an example of multiplying a triangular matrix followed by rounding and shifting operations. As shown, the result is reversible even though elements of the triangular matrix for multiplying are not integers.

3.2.2 Information Hiding Using DCT Expansion

Suppose a bit of information \( b \) is embedded in the \( i \)-th DCT coefficient \( H(i) \) of the original data to generate stego data of the \( i \)-th DCT coefficient \( S(i) \) by the expansion: \( S(i) = 2H(i) + b \), where \( S(i) \) is the \( i \)-th DCT coefficient of the stego data.

For extraction and reconstruction, the embedded payload \( b(H(i)) = S(i) - 2H(i) \) and the original data can then be reconstructed using \( H(i) = [S(i)/2] \), where [ ] denotes the floor function.

The original data are segmented into frames with length \( N \) to hide content-based hash values for detection. Inverse intDCT is then applied to transform the reconstructed original data in frames from the DCT domain \( H(i) \) \((1 \leq i \leq N)\) to the time domain \( c(i) \) \((1 \leq i \leq N)\) to reconstruct the original data \( c'(i) \). Details are given in Ref. [17]. Hash values of the reconstructed \( c'(i) \) are then compared with the extracted hash values for verification.

4. Experimental Evaluation

4.1 Data Used for Experiments

We focus on speech data with probative importance for evaluation. We used a dataset from ITU-T Test Signals for Telecommunication Systems–Test Vectors Associated to Rec. ITU-T P 50 Appendix I [26]. This dataset includes 16-kHz-sampled and 16-bit quantized waveforms. We used 112 speech signals (16 speakers in seven languages: American English, Arabic, Mandarin Chinese, Danish, French, German, and Japanese). The average length of each track was approximately 10 s. Each piece of data was normalized by a data length that was an integer multiple of the frame length.

4.2 Effectiveness of Tampering Detection

4.2.1 Purpose of Experiments

The purpose of these experiments was to detect tampering by insertion and deletion and to localize the tampered positions. The effectiveness of detection was calculated. As output files, audible original data generated from the reliable parts of the tampered stego data were extracted and reconstructed.

4.2.2 Experimental Method

We performed experiments on tampering by insertion into and deletion from the 112 speech data. For insertion, a piece of white noise with a random length (shorter than 2,000 samples) was inserted into the stego data generated by the proposed method from a random starting point (among the first 10,000 samples). For deletion, a random length (shorter than 2,000 samples) of stego data was deleted from a random starting point (among the first 10,000 samples).

4.2.3 Results for Effectiveness of Tampering Detection

The effectiveness of tampering detection was evaluated by analyzing the Miss Rate and FAR. In Ref. [12], three experiments were carried out in which data were replaced in the 50,000-th-60,000-th samples, data were deleted in the 100,000-th-130,000-th samples, and 30,000 samples were inserted from the 600,000-th sample, and the results of detection using a conventional method were located in the 6th-8th, 12th-16th, and 72th-75th frames, without a clear definition of the effectiveness. In Ref. [27], the detection effectiveness was calculated to be 100% if tampered samples (discontinuity) were located in the range of detected tampered samples.

We assume that \( T \) samples are inserted into (deleted from) stego data from the \( K \)-th sample, \( n_s \) (as \( T \)) is the number of tampered samples, and \( n_d \) is the number of detected tampered-samples. The symbols used are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P0</td>
<td>end sample of non-tampered frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>starting sample of tampered frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>starting sample of non-tampered frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>starting sample from which tampering occurred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>starting sample of non-tampered frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>number of tampered samples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the detection is based on the hash value of each frame, the detected tampered samples start from sample \( N \) * \((m-1)+1 \)
Table 2 Examples of results of tampering detection test (insertion).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data.wav</th>
<th>Inserted from: K</th>
<th>Inserted length n_1 (as T)</th>
<th>Detected from: P_1</th>
<th>Detected to: P_2-1</th>
<th>Detected range: n_2 (as P_2-P_1)</th>
<th>Verify: N + T</th>
<th>Miss Rate (%)</th>
<th>FAR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Da0122</td>
<td>8,479</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8,193</td>
<td>9,257</td>
<td>1,065</td>
<td>1,065</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ger_022</td>
<td>1,823</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>1,025</td>
<td>2,873</td>
<td>1,849</td>
<td>1,849</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch_052</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>1,969</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,993</td>
<td>2,993</td>
<td>2,993</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Examples of results of tampering detection test (deletion).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data.wav</th>
<th>Deleted from: K</th>
<th>Deleted length n_1 (as T)</th>
<th>T mod N or N - (T mod N) (if T mod N &gt; n_2)</th>
<th>Detected from: P_1</th>
<th>Detected to: P_2-1</th>
<th>Detected range: n_2 (as P_2-P_1)</th>
<th>Verify: N + num - T</th>
<th>Num</th>
<th>Miss Rate (%)</th>
<th>FAR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ar_052</td>
<td>5,282</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5,121</td>
<td>6,130</td>
<td>1,010</td>
<td>1,010</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch_42</td>
<td>4,914</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>4,097</td>
<td>5,456</td>
<td>1,360</td>
<td>1,360</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_eng_045</td>
<td>5,216</td>
<td>1,948</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5,121</td>
<td>5,220</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 Illustration of detection and localization of tampering by insertion: T samples are inserted from the K + 1^st sample in the 11^th frame.

Fig. 5 Illustration of detection and localization of tampering by deletion: T samples are deleted from the K + 1^st sample in the 11^th frame.

Once when h'_m ≠ h''_m and end at the final tampered samples. Thus, if tampering localization is correctly achieved, the detected tampered samples will include and be larger in number than the tampered samples.

Miss Rate is used to investigate the proportion of samples that are tampered with but cannot be detected, which indicates tampered samples located out side the range of detected tampered samples. If Miss Rate is 0%, the detection and location are always correct. Moreover, if $P_2 - P_1 = N + T$ for insertion and $P_2 - P_1 = N + \text{num} - T$ for deletion, the localization has detected the tampered positions correctly. Here, the variable $\text{num}$ (num ∈ 1, 2, 3, ...) indicates the number of frames deleted.

FAR is used to investigate the proportion of samples that are not tampered with but are counted as detected tampered samples since the localization can be only detailed to frames instead of samples. The closer FAR is to 0%, the more precise the tampering localization and the greater the quantity of non-tampered data can be reconstructed. The definition of FAR is as follows:

$$
FAR = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{n} & \quad \text{(insertion)} \\
\frac{1}{N} - \frac{n_2}{n_1} & \quad \text{(deletion, if } n_2 \mod N > n_1) \\
\frac{1}{N} - \frac{n_2(n_2 - 1)}{n_1} & \quad \text{(deletion, if } n_2 \mod N < n_1) 
\end{cases}
$$

Here, adjustment of $N - n_1 \mod N$ is necessary to keep the value of FAR ranges between [0,1]. Otherwise, the FAR may be larger than 1. To verify whether the proposed method is effective in detecting and locating the tampered locations, there are two requirements to satisfy: 1) $K + 1$ and $K + T$ must be located in the ranges of $[P_1, P_2-1]$ for insertion, and $K + 1$ must be located in the ranges of $[P_1, P_2-1]$ for deletion, which means that the detected tampered locations has includes the actual tampering locations within its range and Miss Rate = 0%; otherwise, Miss Rate = 1; and 2) $n_2 = N + n_1$ for insertion and $n_2 = N + \text{num} - n_1$ for deletion, which means the tampered locations are detected exactly. Precise $\text{num}$ is not necessary to calculate FAR and it is used to verify the effectiveness of localization. However, $\text{num}$ can be accurately calculable by $\text{num} = \frac{n_2 + n_1}{N}$.

Experimental results show that the tampering of the 112 data was detected and localized correctly by the proposed sample-scanning method. Tables 2 and 3 respectively list three examples of results of tampering detection tests for insertion and deletion, whose detection effectiveness is closest to values of the minimum, average and maximum.

Even when FAR becomes large, if Miss Rate is 0, the localization correctly includes tampered samples in the range of detected tampered samples. A shorter frame length $N$ can achieve a lower $FAR$; however, a longer calculation time is required for sample scanning.

Furthermore, although non-tampered reliable frames can be reconstructed successfully, the proposed method cannot distinguish whether the tampering involves deletion or insertion.

Illustrations of the detection of insertion and deletion ($N = 1,024$) are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively.

The experimental results of average detection $FAR$ are 55.6% for insertion and 49.5% for deletion. The best value of $FAR$ is 0% (deletion). In this case, 900 samples were deleted from the 1,107^th sample and the detected range of tampering was from the
Table 4. Comparison of tampering detection effectiveness.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Works</th>
<th>Tampering Localization</th>
<th>Multiple Detection</th>
<th>Blind Detection</th>
<th>Partial Detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gomez et al. [2]</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echizen et al. [7]</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unoki et al. [8]</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han et al. [12]</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al. [17]</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartner et al. [27]</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1,025th sample to the 1,148th sample, with a length of 124 as $T$. As $1 - \frac{124 \times 124}{\text{frame length}} = 1 - \frac{124 \times 124}{124 \text{mod } 1,024} = 0\%$, the number of detected tampered samples was exactly equal to the number of tampered samples.

There are also other types of attacks, for example, the replacement of stego data, changing the frame order, and replacement of the original data if the tampering signature is disclosed. With a more complex payload, it is possible to detect complex tampering. However, we do not discuss the relationship between the payload and detectable tampering in this paper.

4.2.4 Comparison of Tampering Detection Effectiveness with Conventional Methods

We compare the proposed method with conventional methods of tampering detection in terms of a number of issues as shown in Table 4. The proposed sample-scanning method has the following achievements that have not been simultaneously achieved in previous methods.

1) Relocalization of the starting sample of the non-tampered frame has been achieved to avoid false detection and the remaining reliable samples can be reconstructed and reused.
2) Part of the data can be clipped as a target for detection.
3) Detection of multiple tampering of the data is theoretically achievable.

4.3 Evaluation of Audio Quality

To evaluate the audio quality of stego data, we mainly use PESQ and segSNR in this paper, which have been extensively used to objectively evaluate the sound quality [19], [20]. As a time-domain-based measure, segSNR is a method for checking the distortion caused by differences in the time domain, by comparing original data and stego data sample by sample. To evaluate the listening quality of the speech data, we used MOSLQO, which is an objective technique defined by ITU-T Recommendation P.862.1. MOSLQO scores are obtained by a mapping from MOS scores and range from 1.02 (lowest quality) to 4.56 (highest quality). For an objective evaluation using MOSLQO scores, we used PESQ version 1.2 [28]. For evaluation of the segSNR, which is defined as the average of SNR value over segments, we used AFsp package version 9.0.

The frame length is considered to affect both the precision of localizing tampered positions and the audio quality. To determine the effect of the frame length on the audio quality, signals were segmented into frames with lengths of 2,048, 1,024, and 512 for evaluation.

MOSLQO and segSNR are used to evaluate the quality of stego data generated by the proposed method and conventional method, with original data as the references. The results of the comparison of the effectiveness of the frame length on the audio quality for the proposed method and an LPC-based method [20] are listed in Table 5. As shown, when the frame length is shorter, MOSLQO and segSNR deteriorate. However, even when the frame length is set to 512, the average MOSLQO is 4.27, which falls in the range between “imperceptible” and “perceptible but not annoying” and the average segSNR is 22.23 dB, which means a clear audio quality. The proposed method generally has a better segSNR but worse MOSLQO than the LPC-based method [20].

4.4 Evaluation of Reversibility

Reversibility is assured by the integer modified DCT [25] theoretically as shown in the Appendix. We performed experiments to verify reversibility of the proposed method by computing the differences between the data. Data are read in time domain as matrix in MATLAB and subtraction is applied to extracted embedded data and the embedded data, reconstructed original data and original data to calculate the differences. All of the data result no differences, which means the reversibility of all dataset are verified.

5. Conclusion

We propose a reversible information hiding method for detecting and localizing tampering positions, and we evaluated its effectiveness for the cases of insertion and deletion. We expanded the DCT coefficients in higher DCT blocks to achieve good audio quality. Using the proposed sample-scanning method, the remaining reliable data can be calculated and reused.

Audio quality with imperceptible distortion was also achieved. However, since the expansion region is concentrated in higher DCT blocks, the hiding positions can be easily estimated by referring to a histogram of the stego data. A topic for future work is therefore developing a sophisticated algorithm to the surrounding context so that they are more difficult to predict.
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Appendix
Reversibility of Integer Modified DCT-IV
Let $c$ be a time-domain signal at an N-point frame and $H$ rep-
resent its DCT coefficients, which are represented by Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2).

\[ c = (c(1) c(2) \ldots c(N))^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

\[ H = (H(1) H(2) \ldots H(N))^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

$c_a$ means the $n$-th sampling point of original data, and $H_n$ means the $n$-th DCT coefficient. Suppose we have $H = Kc$,

\[ I_N = diag(1, \ldots, 1) \hspace{1cm} A_N = a \hspace{1cm} (a \text{ is an arbitrary rational num-
ber, including integer and non-integer}) \hspace{1cm} Z_N = 0 \hspace{1cm} N \hspace{1cm} A_N \hspace{1cm} I_N \hspace{1cm} H_N \]

Then, we may have

\[ H_1 = c_1 \hspace{1cm} H_2 = a c_1 + c_2 \hspace{1cm} H_3 = a (c_1 + c_2 + \ldots + c_{N-1}) + c_N \]

There are rounding calculations after expanding each nontrivial
sub-matrix, and then we have

\[ H_1 = \text{round}(c_1) \]
\[ H_N = \text{round}(a(c_1 + c_2 + \ldots + c_{N-1})) + \text{round}(c_N) \]
\[ \text{round}(a(c_1 + c_2 + \ldots + c_{N-1})) + c_N \]

We have $c' = K^TH$ because of the lifting calculation:

\[ \begin{bmatrix} I_N & Z_N & A_N & I_N & H_N \\ Z_N & A_N & I_N & & \end{bmatrix} \]

After applying rounding, we have

\[ c'_1 = \text{round}(H_1) \]
\[ c'_N = \text{round}(\text{round}(H_1 + H_2 + \ldots + H_{N-1}) + \text{round}(H_N)) \]

Put Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) into Eqs. (A.7) and (A.8), and then we have

\[ c'_1 = \text{round}(H_1) = \text{round}(c_1) = c_1 \]
\[ c'_N = \text{round}(\text{round}(H_1 + H_2 + \ldots + H_{N-1}) + \text{round}(H_N)) \]

\[ = \text{round}(a(H_1 + H_2 + \ldots + H_{N-1})) + c_N \]

\[ = c_N \]

Perceptual evaluation of audio quality (PEAQ): An objective method
Then reversibility of the transform has been verified. In case $K = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{IN}{2} & \frac{BN}{2} \\ \frac{ZN}{2} & \frac{IN}{2} \end{pmatrix}$, where $BN = b$, ($b$ is an arbitrary rational number), the result is the same. According to Eq. (A.10), no matter what value $a$ and $b$ are, $c'_{m} = c_{m}$, which promises reversibility.
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